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MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Part two in a four-part series on how to save money

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE BG NEWS

GIVE: Freshmen Taylor Brandt (inisKes up giving blood with the help of American Red
Goss employee Andrea Thomas.

Fill up the gas tank without
putting the wallet on empty

CAMPUSBRIEF
BGSU beats out UT in annual blood bowl
BGSU won Blood Bowl VIII. with 56 percent of the student body donating blood
compared to the University of Toledo's 23 percent during the eighth annual competition in November

CompiUd by Hannah Sparling Senior Reporter

The American Red Cross organized the blood drive that drew 1.075 participants
between the two campuses, with donations that could save up to 3,225 lives.

With the current economic recession and the holidays quickly approaching, some students may need to tighten their pocketbooks. The BG News decided to take a look at how students can save nickels and dimes on everyday necessities. For the five
days leading up to Thanksgiving break, we gathered gas prices from stations in Bowling Green. Below are the highs, lows and
averages.

Each year, the winner is chosen by dividing the number of units collected by each
school's full time enrollment.
With the win, BGSU was awarded a trophy that travels between the two schools
annually

Laundry room abuse
rampant on campus

FIVE-DAY AVERAGES OF LOCAL GAS PRICES
(November 17 - November 21)
$2.61'

$2.60-

By Mlch.ll. Olmstud
Reporter

Sophomore lane Smith is enjoying her first year living in an
off-campus apartment — but
she sees no reason to ever visit a
laundromat.
Instead, Smith has decided
to save quarters by washing
her clothes at the KreischerBatchelder residence hall on
campus.
"I have a lot of friends that live
there," she said. "I can hang out
with my friends while I'm doing
my laundry."
While Smith takes advantage
of the University's "free" laundry services, students living on
campus pay a fee for their laundry privileges.
Unlimited laundry was introduced at the beginning of the
2008-09 academic year, according to BG News reports.

Under this plan, all on-campus students are automatically
charged a $50 laundry fee each
semester, which is equivalent
to approximately $3 per week.
Before, washers and dryers in
the residence halls were coinoperated.
The main reason for the
switch was the added convenience to residents, said lohn
Hashizume, assistant director
of facilities and operations for
Residence Life.
"Another big part was just
dealing with the cash in the
machines," Hashizume said.
"That's another source of potential vandalism, where people
can try to break into the washing machines and steal the
coins."
Many laundry bummers
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PRICES WERE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST CENT

GAS STATION

HIGH

LOW

AVERAGE

SUNOCO

$2.63

$2.57

$2.59

BP0602EWOOSTERST.)

$263

$2.57

$2.59

tract with a print management
company, who will provide
new printing supplies to the
University.
Administrators with goals
The University will begin
for conserving paper and charging a fee for the pages
energy usage on campus vis- anyone on campus prints.
ited the Undergraduate Student
Lehmden, Petryshak and
Government meeting Monday. Wells also said faculty, staff and
loshua Lehmden, acting desk- groups on campus will be paytop manager for Information ing differently than students.
Technology Service, Bruce In most cases, charges will be
Petryshak, chief information made to individual departofficer for the ITS, and Deb ments.
Wells, director of client servicLehmden started the prees for ITS presented the new sentation by saying there are
program Print Responsibly to a total of 1,973 printers, scanmembers of USG.. Lehmden, ners, copiers and fax machines
Petryshak and Wells said they on campus, and the University
are shooting to implement the prints about 70 million pages
plan by January,
See PRINTING I Page 2
Print Responsibly is a program that will involve a con-

SPEEDWAY

$2.57

$2.60

BP0670E.WOOSTERST.)

$2.63
$2.63

$2.57

$2.60

MEIJER

$2.63

$2.57

$2.59

KROGER

$2.63

$2.59

$2.60

CIRCLE K

$2.62

$2.56

$2.59

BP (SOUTH MAIN STREET)

$2.61

$2.56

$2.58

MARATHON

$2.63

$2.57

$2.61

WAL-MART

$2.61

$2.57

$2.58

By Matt Liaii*
Reporter

Editor's note: Gas Express. Mid Wood and the BP on North Main Street were not included in this survey because The BG News did not have
prices for all five days.
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SPORTS

Fencing club fights on

How to tackle holiday pressures

Falcons beat the Red Flash

Community members and University

Faculty columnist Phil Schurrer believes as the

students join together to fine tune

stress of finals and the upcoming holidays builds up,

their sword-fighting skills as part of the

overwhelmed students should attend Catholic Mass

"Narwhals." a fencing club | Pag* 5

in the Union on Sunday | Pag* 4

Second-string center Chelsea Albert,
junior, steps up, scoring 9 points and
blocking two shots in BG's 77-72 win
over St. Francis. | Pag* 4
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See LAUNDRY I Page 2

Students may have to pay
to use printers Spring semester

CAMPUS
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who would you challenge to a fencing bout?
NATALIE O'BRIEN
Junior. English

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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LAUNDRY

BLOTTER

WHEELIN'ANDDEAUN'

MONDAY, DEC. 30
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356 P.M.
Karan Southwick. 48. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was cited for
complicity to theft at Wal-Mart.
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•■link an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
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Ohio
execution
allows
at least
three tries

POKER FACE:; reparing her gamblers for their game, senior Sarah Johnson deals cards The gamblers, from left to right, juniors David Backer. Nick King. Courtney Stemman
and Samantha McCauley. all prepare their hands. The UAO event last evening in the Union was to celebrate the University's 100th birthday

The Associated Press

I'etryshak said. He said he considered a credit system
was aware some students for certain mistakes that are
only print around 2.r>-.r>0 no fault of the student.
Offenhauer Senator Lacy
pages a semester, and this
system is a way of not mak- Allen raised the point that
ing them pay for the students many professors require a
who print around 1,000 to lot of printing from students.
I.ehmden said the group's
2,000 pages.
I'etryshak also assured goal in this project is to help
students they are working to with saving paper and they
make the cost for the indi- will be suggesting that providual sheets very affordable. fessors accept more electronStudent
Welfare ic copies of assignments in
Committee Chair Chris order to use less paper.
The three administrators
Schiazza said many times
when he is attempting to said their goal is to have
print on campus, the printers the program underway by
malfunction. He asked it the lanuary, but said they still
new system will charge him have a lot of work to do, so
for copies he does not receive. it may be later in the Spring
I.ehdmen said the group has semester.

$1.5 million and 30-40 percent in paper usage.
I.ehmden, I'etryshak and
From Page I
Wells then held a time for
questions from USti memannually.
This is a very environmen- bers.
At large Senator Clayton
tally friendly process [with
the paper and power usagel," Stewart asked how the proI.ehmden said. 1 Ie added that gram will exactly work out.
the goals of the new system I.ehmden explained each
would be to reduce waste student will he allocated a
and costs and improve func- certain number of free pages.
tionality, productivity and After that limit is reached,
students will be charged for
customer service.
l.chdmen said the Print the number of pages they
Responsibly system has been print using a debit card sysused successfully at other tem with their IKil cards.
universities across the coun- I he specific charge is still
being determined.
try.
As you print, you pay
The presentation also stated the new system will save for exactly what you use,"

PRINTING

By Andrew Welsh- Hugging

COLUMBUS — Ohio's new
backup plan for executing
inmates by Injection allows at
least three attempts to administer drugs through muscles
in the arms or legs, with the
strength increasing if a third
attempt is needed.
The backup would be used if
administering a single powerful anesthetic through a vein
doesn't work.
The plan described in federal
court documents filed Monday of botched execution that hap
requires executioners to check pened in September, when an
the inmate five minutes alter execul ion was stopped because
the two backup drugs are a usable vein couldn't be found
administered and inject a sec- for condemned inmate Homell
ond dose of the two drugs, if Broom.
The new procedure involves
the inmate is still breathing.
Executioners would check administering into the vein a
again, after five minutes and single, large dose of the anesadminister a much larger dose thetic thiopental sodium.
The state says that thai methol just one drug if the inmate
continues to breathe. The plan od avoids the argument that
vus any doses alter the third Inmates could suffer severe
try must also involve the larger pain under the three-drug system. Some inmates challenging
amount.
The state adopted the new the three-drug method have
procedures in time for the Dec. also pushed for the single drug
8 execution of Kenneth Hiros. system instead.
If a usable vein can't be
He would he the first person
in the country put to death by found, under the new plan, two
just one drug, presuming the drugs can be injected directly
into an inmate's muscles.
backup plan isn't needed.
That would address what
The state had two goals in
switching to a new, single-drug Broom underwent on Sept.
injection procedure last month: l"), when executioners tried
ending a long-running court unsuccessfully for two hours
challenge to the old. three-drug to find a usable vein, slicking
method, and avoiding the type him as many as 18 times.

STANDS 0UP

tell us online if

reporters, copy editors,

Send us your story suggestions and

photographers, videog-

ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

raphers, columnists and
cartoonists.

Preferred
Properties Co.

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Malt Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

Editor's now: lane Smith s name
was changed in this story

looking for a campus organization that

BUILD YOUR
RESUME

is now looking for

MANE YOUR NOME XT:

Until residents report incidents,
however, they will continue to
pay for others' dirty laundry.

A three-judge panel of the 6th

The BG News

Find A Place To Call Home
www. preferredproperliesco. com

Conduct

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
refused to delay the execution. Biros appealed to the lull
appeals court and the slate
on l'uesda\ asked the court to
again reject his request.

to see? This is your paper, we just print it!

BGViews .com

herself to a Kreischer-Hatchelder
laundry room, Smith said she is
willing to pay the laundry fee, if
given the option.
"1 really believe there should be
an option if you live off-campus,
[where] you can pay that $50 in
your tuition to do it on campus,"
she said. "It would be like meal
plan — you can opt-out on it."
"We would consider that,"
said llashizumc, about the possible fee. "The issue is a lot of our
laundry equipment is already
being used at what \vc consider ideal or even beyond ideal
ratios, in terms of students per
machine.
"When more students use the
machines, who are not residents,
it sort of infringes on the residents," he added.
Currently, the only precaution
against unauthorized laundry
washing is by controlling access
to the residence halls. The PHI)
system that is on every entry door
in the residence halls should help
to prevent theft, I lashi/.ume said.
"It's a hard thing to police," he
said. "We want to prevent abuse,
but at the same time, we don't
want to make it be Inconvenient
for residents as well. It's very difficult to satisfy both."
While it is tricky to regulate
who uses the laundry facilities,
Hashizume said if an off-campus student was reported by a
resident, the act would be considered theft and would be handled
according to the Student <lode of

Broom will argue in federal
court next week that the state
shouldn't be allowed to try
a second lime to put him to
death.
Biros, 51, wants hisexeculion
delayed, saying thai proceed i ng
with the new system without
further study would amount to
human experimentation. Bui
his attorneys also have argued
in the past that the one-drug
method was *an available and
easily implemented alternative" to the three-drug procedure.
Biros killed and dismembered
22-year-old
Tami
EngStrom near Warren in 1H91
after he offered to drive her
home from a bar.

You open the paper everyday, what would you like

or

defend their actions, saying they
already pay too much to the
University.
"I know plenty of people that
do it because they think that
you already pay either $12,000 or
Slti.OtH) a year to go here, so you
might as well use the laundry,"
Smith said.

AJthough she continues to help
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7:14 P.M.
Unapt reported loud music
•ie 700th block of Fifth St.
757 P.M.
■ <napp. of Wellington. Ohio,
was cited for criminal trespass at
Anderson Arena
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GET REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE

call us at 419-372-6966
or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West

SEE YOUR WORK
PUBLISHED DAILY

festival series

Hall.

FRUGAL

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
2009 I 2010

Vlessiah

Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.com,

FALCON$

8 purchases not to put on
credit cards:

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'10-'I I May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

s

5.
6.
7.
8.

Cash Advances
Personal Pampering
Income Taxes
Alcohol

Brought to you by:

Call 419-352-6064

Handel's Messiah

or www.froboscrentals.com
for current listing

with the University Choral Society
and the Toledo Symphony Orchestra
Wednesday, December 2, 2009

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30

8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

To order,
call 419/372-8171

S30 S Maple St
419-352-9378

Adult Tickets S36. $28 & $20
Student Tickets $29, $22 & $15
www bgsu edu/festrvalsenes

or 800/589-2224

BGSU.

These houses won't

S™I>KWMONKY
"BGSU'.
wwvr.b9su.tdu/lmms
4193722252

last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSF. RENTALS
SIKI

I dinian \vc lit,

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
'CREDIT UNION

CAMPUS
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Fencing Club members
stay sharp on campus
By Josh Wh.th.rholt
Reporter

Amidst parries, thrusts and
ripostes, the Bowling Green
Fencing Club stays sharp
during practice in the Eppler
Complex.
Under the unofficial title
of the "Narwhals" (a whale
species with a unicorn-like
horn), the club competes in
three to four meets a year.
They compete against 10 to
20 schools in the Midwest
Fencing Conference such as
Ohio State and Notre Dame.
The club, which started
in the early 1990s, brings
together University students and citizens from the
Bowling Green community
who have a common passion
for fencing.
"We really want to train
fencers to compete and
make it so anyone can learn
to compete in fencing and
learn the values," said Daniel
Ellison, club president.
Many of the club members
got into fencing for unorthodox reasons. Club member
and co-founder Alan Powers
started fencing in the 1980s
while he was stationed in
Dayton in the Air Force. He
said his love for Errol Flynn
films and games first put the
notion of competitive sword
fighting in his head, so he
took a class at Wright State
that turned into a longtime
passion.
Club treasurer Tommy
Duvall said he had always
been into swords and fencing. Once he learned there
was a fencing club at the
University, he jumped at the
opportunity.
"I started coming to practice, trying the different

weapons, and when 1 found toe as the target area.
Ellison, an epeeist, said his
my niche, I couldn't see
myself doing anything else," preferred style is much like
Duvall said. "It's been the fighting with sniper rifles:
group I'm most involved the first to make a mistake
is the one who loses.
with in college."
While fighting with swords
Ellison said a great part of
fencing is it is a sport that may seem dangerous, there
can be engaging well into has not been a death in fencold age because it deals with ing in more than a century.
form, precision and disci- The sport is actually considpline rather than power.
ered to be one of the safest
"It's a skill that anyone can in the world.
pick up," Ellison said. "It's
The tips of the swords are
not as hard as it looks and not sharp and actually have
a small button that pushes
competition helps."
Powers said he remem- down and registers a touch.
bers bouting with a 94-year- In order to maintain a touch,
old man at a fencing club the button must be pushed
in Pennsylvania and having down for one-twenty-fifth of
a tough time in the match. a second, which, according
He compared fencing at an to Ellison, "can be a long
old age with the "Star Wars" time in fencing."
character Yoda who uses a
For safety, fencers wear
cane and moves slowly. But about S250 worth of protecwhen he is required to, he tive gear, including a jackcan bounce and fight with et, helmet, glove, seamless
the best.
underarm protector and,
"It's certainly more ener- their greatest defense, the
getic than golf is," Powers sword.
said. "It will definitely keep
Ellison recalled a particularly nasty moment in a
you spry,"
A common misconcep- bout when he was knocked
tion is that fencing is sim- unconscious for a few secply sword fighting. However, onds. After taking a blow
it involves getting touches from an opponent's elbow,
on particular areas of the Ellison fell, hitting his head
body which result in gain- on his opponent's knee and
ing points. There are three then bouncing it off the
different weapon classes — floor. Ellison got a concuseach with their own unique sion, something he believes
set of rules and target areas. has never happened in fencThe foil weapon class aims ing outside of his incident.
The Fencing Club meets
for the area from the groin to
the neck as the touch target. on Mondays. Wednesdays
The sabre weapon involves a and Thursdays from 8 p.m.
slashing style that uses the to 10 p.m. in 221 Eppler
edge of the sword as well North. Club dues are S40
as the tip. The target area per semester, which covers
is anywhere from the waist training, tournament entry
and up. including the arms and equipment costs. Ellison
and face. The epee style uses said the club is always lookthe entire body from head to ing for new members.

Analyzing the modern family dynamic
Research department focuses on key questions with marriages, families
By Ounitin Kilpatrlck
Reporter

The University is home to the
nation'sonlycenterforresearch
on marriage and family.
With its offices located in
Williams Hall, the National
Center for Marriage Research
began with a $4.5 million
dollar grant from the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services in 2007.
Since its creation, the center has focused on several key
questions on family: how adolescents transition into adult
marriage, family formation
outside of marriage, the relationship between family structure and family processes and
the well-being of adults and
children.
The center has a three-fold
mission, said Susan Brown,
one of the center's co-directors and a sociology professor. They attempt to research

marriages, train the next generation of family scholars and
disseminate the research to
the broader audience, notably
scholars and public policymakers.
Wendy Manning, the center's co-director and a sociology professor, said some of
their research is showing how
complicated even two-parent
families can be.
"We've used this concept of
'family boundary'ambiguously
to see how people define families and how they're perceived
by family members." Manning
said.
Since its inception, the center has produced numerous
papers on a host of issues surrounding family and marriage.
Most recently, they published
a report on changing attitudes
about cohabitation among
young adults.
Krista Payne, a graduate research assistant with
the center, said she finds her

work with the center fulfilling
because of its focus.
"I'm in family studies, so to
work for the nation's only center specifically on my topic is
really rewarding," she said.
Payne said as a soon-to-be
graduate, her work with the
center has improved her
research skills.
"It's a honing of skills." Payne
said. "I'm graduating and going
out into the labor market and I
t h i n k t he center has given me a
good idea of my research skills,
my literature review and my
ability to do data analysis."
As the center continues iresearching, its findings may
help federal policymakers
develop and implement new
policies aimed at aiding families in the U.S., Brown said.
The National Center for
Marriage Research will present
its findings to the University
Board of Trustees tomorrow at
9:00 a.m. in room 308 of the
Union.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

RYAHPHO
FACE-OFF: Opponents size up their competition to find unprotected parts of the body to attack.

Students work to revive formei
inactive Italian Club on campus
"Students are sometimes con'Most of the
fused about Italian Club and
think it is just for those who
members are not
The University's Italian Club minor in Italian," D'Ettorre
is catching a second wind.
said. "Most of the members are
Italian. They just
Senior Alex D'Ettorre, presi- not Italian. They just like the
dent of Italian Club, was one food."
like the food."
of a few members who helped
Before Thanksgiving break.
Alex"
restart the club last year. the Italian Club screen-printD'Ettorre said the club was idle ed T-shirts themselves. The Tfor a while because not many shirls are green, have an image
Pollifrone said she started
students even knew it existed, of the Roman Coliseum and thinking of some plans for next
but it is starting to take off the name of the club.
year such as more fundraisagain. The club now has about
They are also having a holi- ins and letting students know
25 members.
day party called "Feast of the Italian Club is active on camKari Stencil, vice president Seven Fishes" (The name for pus.
of the club, helped D'Ettorre the party comes from the
"Next year I want to do more
revive Italian Club last year.
Roman Catholic tradition of upscale fundraising besides
"We did not know how to do not eating meat on certain the typical bake sate. I think
anything at first," Stencil said. religious holidays). D'Ettorre we can step it up a notch." he
"We arc still learning how to said at the party, members will said.
use money and get more peo- learn about Italian cooking, lisPollifrone also wants to have
ple to join."
ten to traditional Italian music a kickoff party the beginning of
Italian Club is not just for and practice speaking Italian.
next year so more students can
Italians. The club is open to
On Nov. 4 the club held elec- be introduced to the club.
anyone with an interest in tions for next year's officers,
Italian Club meets tonight
Italian culture, language, lunior Pat Pollifrone won the and every Wednesday night at
8 p.m. in 106 Olscamp Hall
music and food.
presidency.
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

NONSTOP FLIGHTS TO FLORIDA

FT. MYERS AREA

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking 2010-2011 Applications Mow!

'Home away from Home"

FROM TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT

1 Bedroom Apt Available - January
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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"Most of the members are not Italian. They just like the food."
- Alex D'Ettorre. senior, president of the Italian Club [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Who would you challenge to a fencing bout?
"George Bush. Thatd

"Carol Cartwright."

"Stephen Hawking."

"Someone really litlle

k

be so much fun."

and tiny that I could

Have your own take on

knock over."
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VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

today's People On The

i

Street? Or a suggestion for

Forget all the stress
and treat yourself to
rest and relaxation

A 2003 study by Kansas State
University indicated the number of college students seeking counseling for depression,
doubled over a 13-year period.
During that same period, the
number of students reporting
suicidal thoughts tripled.
And that was before the
Great Recession, or whatever
we call our current economic
situation.
From personal experience,
I know students whose problems extend far beyond course
content or grades will visit me
every semester. Sometimes,
I advise them to contact the
Counseling Center. In many
cases, the students need someone to talk to, and I feel the
best thing for me to contribute
is just to remain silent, and
listen.
There's always a certain amount of mental pain
and anguish present In the
University community, as we
head down the home stretch
toward final exams. I'or those
engaged in graduation and
job-hunting the tension level
increases.
To further add to the stress,
the holidays are right around
the corner. I'or many, they
bring the chance to return
home, visit relatives and
reconnect with loved ones, lor
some, however, loneliness and
depression often accompany
the annual holiday ritual.
We're all aware of the need
to care for our bodies: exercise,
eating and drinking properly
and getting enough rest. The
primary reason for being at
a university is the cultivation of our minds. We stretch
and expand them and our
horizons, and we take in new
information. Hopefully, it will
result in both gainful employment and a more healthy and
holistic view of life.
But there's another part of
our existence that needs attention. Call it the soul or the
spirit; it's also a part of our
existence as human beings.
We tend to be aware of it in
moments of solitude or quiet
— when we lose a loved one or
when we ask ourselves where
we're ultimately headed or
what the true purpose of life
is.
lust as it's important to get
adequate nutrition and rest
for our bodies and minds, it is

also essential for our spirit to
be rejuvenated, especially at
a lime of year in our lives during which stress levels tend to
ramp up.
For a number of people, a
place to sit and rest and recollect — recharge their batteries — would be welcome.
In addition, many would welcome the chance to be in some
sort of spiritual environment
to "catch their breath" — a sort
of "rest stop" on life's road.
There are tried and true ways
to help ourselves: regular exercise, such as walking; keeping a journal of the events and
their affect; or conversations
with a close, trusted friend or
counselor.
Other external options are
also available in the spiritual
arena close to the holidays. For
25 years, St. Thomas Moore
University parish has offered
a "Ballroom Mass," so named
because it took place in the
Student Union Ballroom. This
year, the tradition is renewed
on Sunday, December 6 in 101
Olscamp Hall (the Union ballroom is unavailable; the floor
is being refurbished). Mass
begins at 8 p.m. and doors
open at 7:30 p.m. for seating
and music.
Normally, the Mass is held
later in the month but because
of exams, the onset of Advent
(a Christian season of waiting,
preparation and renewal) and
a desire to make it easier for
more people to participate, the
St. Thomas Moore parish staff
decided to move it closer to the
beginning of December.
All members of the
University community are
welcome. I'or those who are
Catholic, it will be a chance to
receive Communion. For those
of other faith traditions, a special blessing will be offered.
For all, this is an opportunity
to stop and rest awhile.
No obligation or commitment is expected; it's a service
offered for the benefit of the
University community. It's a
chance for St. Thomas Moore
Parish to be of service to the
University community, which
is what they are ultimately all
about. It's also a chance to take
an exit ramp to a spiritual rest
stop, if only for an hour or so.
The freeway of life isn't
always free. The costs can be
physical, mental or spiritual;
the wear and tear can be great.
A little "H and R" is always in
order — and always welcome.

MICHELLE ROSS,
Sophomore.
Psychology

DANIEL SMITH.
Junior.
Digital Art

JEREMY DIDION.
Senior.
Biology

JENNAKHALE.
Freshman.
Speech Pathology

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgviews com
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While much social progress has been
made, some groups still remain unegual

Despite broad proclamations to
the contrary, not everyone in
America is equally free.
The nation has a history of
discrimination. It began with
the near-extermination of the
continent's indigenous population and extended to the suppression of women and the
enslavement of blacks.
Immense social progress has
certainly been made. However,
women still receive less pay
than men for equal work and
an overwhelming majority of
Americans die in the same class
into which they were born.
Questions which at one time
seemed controversial and up for
debate have been dealt with.
Any citizen of legal age now
has the right to vote, without
property or race requirements.
Yet somehow, the question of
gay marriage continues to be
debated as though there even
were anything to debate.
The arguments against gay
marriage are all embarrassingly
silly — every last one of them.
Perhaps ihe most laughable
is the notion of the "sanctity
of marriage." According to this
argument, marriage is defined
as a union between a man and a
woman, and it would violate the

sacredness of the institution to
allow any other union to enter
into it.
Proponents of this argument must either be willfully
or actually ignorant of the
fact that more marriages end
in divorce than not. Are the
drunken imbeciles marrying
in Las Vegas, or the "shotgun
weddings" of certain communities, examples of entry into
a sacred bond between a man
and woman truly and deeply
in love and committed to one
another?
In reality, the invocation of
marriage is a sacred institution
is a not-vcry-well-concealed
way of bringing religion into
the argument. Of course, some
commentators will maintain
support for separation of church
and state and claim the issue of
religion is irrelevant. They do
this, in all likelihood, because
simply saying "The Bible says
so" is no longer adequate support for government policy
(another positive mark of social
progress).
What the Bible actually says
about the matter, if anything,
is still unclear. Hvcn supposing the Bible is the literal word
of a true and just God, it still
doesn't say much of anything
about the issue of gay marriage,
or even homosexuality in general. It is famously derided in
Leviticus, and according to that
book to be punished by death;
yet I've never heard any mainstream Biblical scholar suggest

King David ought to have been
beheaded.
And the discrimination of
gays extends beyond their denial of marriage. Even opponents
of gay marriage would likely
grant homosexuals civil unions,
theoretically entitling them to
all the same benefits enjoyed by
married couples without actually qualifying as a marriage
(also ridiculous). But allowing
them to serve in the military is
out of the question.
Reasons for this are also convoluted at best, and without any
basis in reason. One fear is that
gays in the military might be a
distraction — we can't have soldiers falling in love, they must
be completely focused on their
duty.
But consider this: If you have
no deep emotional attachment
to your comrade in the trench,
there would be no reason to go
in after him. Fighting would
be far more valiant if you were
fighting not only for your country, but for the man or woman
you loved.
Perhapsthefearofthemilitary
is that allowing gays in would
create willing sexual partners
for the men in uniform. Again,
even moderate scrutiny of the
view reveals its deep flaws. If
straight men are so predisposed
to succumbing to temptation
when they are so far away from
home and their girlfriends, then
the sexual orientation of the
recruit doesn't matter anyway.
Surely we can give the soldiers

more credit than this.
Famous cases have come to
the fore of honorable soldiers
being discharged from the
military for the orientation. At
a time when the military was
short on Arabic translators,
fighting two wars in a Middle
East theater, six of them were
discharged. Despite his promise to repeal Don't Ask, Don't
Tell, President Obama has
remained idle on the subject
and it isn't looking like anything will be done.
History has demonstrated
that all social progress comes
from the ground-up. Rights
will not be handed down from
above, but must be worked for.
lust as women and minorities
did early last century (and at
other periods of history), equality will eventually be achieved.
Non-women supported women's causes, non-blacks supported black causes and nongays ought to — and often do
— support gay causes.
Contra rytotheridicu leusually afforded them, the American
people are mostly enlightened
when it comes to treating their
fellow man equally. All gays
need to do is continue fighting
for their cause — it will be met.
The further humanity comes
along, the closer we get to universally accepting the old adage,
"We are all in this together."
Respond to Kyle at
thenews@bgneivs.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for
more people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at tfienews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
\
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hah.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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GINAP0TTH0FF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
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TOP NEWS STORIES
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BLOCKING
Check out the sports
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athletics.
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articles and columns
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment lo thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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NATION BRIEFS
Coin flip decides
mayor's race in Ohio
KENT. Ohio (AP)- Nearly a
month after the Nov. 3 election,
a coin toss has settled an Ohio
mayor's race that remained tied after
a recount.
Jerry Fiala will be sworn in as the
new mayor of Kent, though he and
opponent Rick Hawksley still had
2.S02 votes each at the end of a
three-hour recount Monday.

Race part of
decision for next
Atlanta mayor

Shopping couple
allegedly leaves kids
alone in cart

DA says San Diego
police officers
justified in killing

ATLANTA (AP)-Voters are
choosing Atlanta's new mayor in a
decision likely to hinge on race as
a white city councilwoman faces a
black former state senator.

COMMERCE, Ga. (AP) - A
Georgia couple got so carried
away with snagging Black Friday
deals that authorities said they
left their kids alone in a shopping
cart Banks Cognty Sheriff Charles
Chapman told WSB radio that a
35-year-old man and 31-year-old
woman were charged with reckless
conduct.

SAN DIEGO (AP)-The San
Diego County district attorney
has ruled that three police officers
were justified in the fatal shooting
of a Metropolitan Transit System
mechanic who had just shot two of
his co-workers

Mary Norwood and Kasim Reed
waged a hard-fought battle over the
airwaves the past month leading
up to yesterday's runoff election.
Norwood could become Atlanta's
first white mayor in a generation.

Fiala had won a com flip on Nov.
20, the day the Portage County elections chief had to certify the results
and declare a winner. So. Fialas
choice of 'heads' now makes his win
final, because the automatic recount
didn t break the tie in the city about
50 miles southeast of Cleveland.

Turnout is expected to be low.
Polls were set to be open from 7 am
to 8 pm.
The winner will inherit a list of
priorities and problems after taking
office on Jan 4.

Hawksley said he won't challenge
the other man's victory.

They include the city's sagging
finances, easing citizens' fears about
crime, fostering a working relationship with state lawmakers and
returning the city to its reputation
as the jewel and economic engine of
the South.

Fiala said he doesn't know if he
considers himself lucky, but he joked
he's had half a dozen offers to go to
Las Vegas.

Movement to
ban divorce
underway in
California
By Judy Lin

"It think it would be

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (APITil death do us part? The
vow would really hold true in
California if a Sacramento Web
designer gets his way.
In a movement that seems
ripped from the pages of
Comedy Channel writers, John
Marcotte wants to put a measure on the ballot next year to
ban divorce in California.
The effort is meant to be
a satirical statement after
California voters outlawed
gay marriage in 2008, largely
on the argument that a ban
is needed to protect the sanctity of traditional marriage. If
that's the case, then Marcotte
reasons voters should have no
problem banning divorce.
"Since California has decided
to protect traditional marriage,
1 think it would be hypocritical
of us not to sacrifice some of
our own rights to protect traditional marriage even more,"
the 38-year-old married father
of two said.
Marcotte said he has collected dozens of signatures,
including one from his wife
of seven years. The initiative's
Facebook fans have swelled to
more than 11,000. Volunteers
that include gay activists, and
members of a local comedy
troupe have signed on to help.
Marcotte is looking into
whether he can gather signatures online, as proponents are
doing for another proposed
2010 initiative to repeal the gay
marriage ban. But the odds are
stacked against a campaign
funded primarily by the sale of
$12T-shirts featuring brideand
groom stick figures chained at
the wrists.

hypocritical of us not
to sacrifice some of
our own rights"
John Marcotte | Campaigner

Marcotte needs 694,354
valid signatures by March 22,
a high hurdle in a state where
the typical petition drive costs
millions of dollars. Even if
his proposed constitutional
amendment made next year's
ballot, it's not clear how voters
would react.
Nationwide, about half of all
marriages end in divorce.
Not surprisingly, Marcotte's
campaign to make divorce in
California illegal has divided
those involved in last year's
campaign for and against
Propositions.
As much as everyone would
like to see fewer divorces, making it illegal would be "impractical," said Ron Prentice, the
executive director of the
California Family Council who
led a coalition of religious and
conservative groups to qualify
Proposition 8.
No other slate bans divorce,
and only a few countries,
including the Philippines and
Malta, do. The Roman Catholic
Church also prohibits divorce
but allows annulments. The
California proposal would
amend the state constitution
to eliminate the ability of married couples to get divorced
while allowing married couples to seek an annulment.
Prentice said proponents of
traditional marriage only seek
to strengthen the one man-one
woman union.

Chapman said the two left
their 9-year-old and 9-month-old
children in a shopping cart at the
Banks Crossing Wal-Mart so they
could go shopping
Chapman said he figured the
couple thought the kids would
slow them down. The children
were not harmed

District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis
said in a letter released yesterday
that San Diego Officers Kelly
Copeland. Jared Wilson and Kelly
Besker acted in defense of themselves and one another.
The officers shot 47-year-old
Lonnie Glasco on March 24 after he
fatally shot two of his colleagues at
the end of his shift
The officers found Glasco in a
parking lot All three fired when he
ignored orders to drop his gun and
pointed it at them, authorities said.

Mom allegedly hits
deputy who arrested
her son

Bystanders rob
dying man in
emergency room
PHILADELPHIA - Police
said three people who noticed
a Philadelphia school counselor
unconscious and dying in an emer
gency waiting room robbed him
instead of going for help

CLINTON. Tenn. (AP) - East
Tennessee police said a mom
punched a police officer and now
shares assault charges with her
adult son The Knoxville News
Sentinel quoted Anderson County
Sheriff's Deputy Mark Hobbs who
said he arrested a 39-year-old man
accused of shooting at another man
Thanksgiving afternoon. Hobbs
said the suspects mother followed
the police car from her home in
Andersonville to the jail in Clinton
and demanded he release her son

Police said 63-year-old Joaqum
(wah-KEEN') Rivera spent nearly 80
minutes waiting in an emergency
loom after complaining of pain
down his side. But they said he died
of an apparent heart attack at Aria
(AR'-ee-uh) Health's Frankford
Campus before seeing a triage
nurse.

Hobbs said he Hied to grab her
hand and calm her down when she
punched him in the face.
The mother was charged with a
half-dozen offenses, including assault.
The son faces charges that include
aggravated assault
Both are free on bond

Surveillance video shows three
people talking with Rivera before
he passed out and then taking his
wnstwatch
Police arrested 44-year-old
Richard Alten at the hospital and
are seeking his companions, whom
Capt. John McGmnis described
as homeless addicts Altens public
defender has declined to comment.

Victims father says Thanksgiving murders were planned
After a three-hour dinner and piano sing-a-longs. Florida man fatally shoots four relatives.
By Ktlli Kennedy
Associated Press

PORT LAUDERDALE, I'la.
— Paul Merhige sat through
three hours of Thanksgiving
Day dinner and sing-a-longs
around the piano, plotting the
moment he would fatally shoot
four relatives, his cousin-in-law
said yesterday. After opening
fire, Merhige was heard saying
he had waited 20 years to kill
them.
There were no arguments,
warnings or red flags before
the rampage, said Merhige's
cousin-in-law Jim Sitton, who
hosted the dinner and whose
6-year-old daughter was killed.
Merhige also shot his 79-yearold aunt to death and killed his
twin sisters, one of whom was

north of Miami, crime scene family life and rarely attended
pregnant, police said.
"He had this whole thing pre- tape still overshadows holiday gatherings. He had only met
planned. His goal was to shoot decorations. Sitton said the Merhige twice and hadn't seen
him in more than a decade.
his sisters and punish his par- holiday meal was a happy one.
ents," Sitton said.
Sitton said Merhige methodiHis daughter. Makayla, wrote
It's not clear exactly who was on cards how thankful she was cally picked off his victims,
shot when, but the bloodbath for her family, and strung them shooting his twin sisters, Carla
could have been worse with 16 on a clothesline. After dinner, Merhige, a real estate agent,
family members present. Sitton she sang songs as part of an and Lisa Knight, who was pregsaid Merhige, 35, also point- impromptu dress rehearsal nant. Like Makayla, they loved
ed the gun at Merhige's uncle. for a performance of "The to sing.
but it wouldn't fire twice. At Nutcracker" she was to be in
Merhige also shot his aunt,
Raymonde Joseph. Merhige's
one point, according to Sitton. the next day.
Sitton, a videographer for a brother-in-law Patrick Knight
Merhige "turned and started
to walk away and said, I have local television station, said was in critical but stable conbeen waiting 20 years to do he doesn't know who invit- dition at a hospital Tuesday.
ed Merhige to his home, but Another man. Clifford Gebara,
this.'"
Authorities were still search- he thought little of it when 52, was grazed by a bullet.
ing for Merhige, who has not Merhige's father called to say
Sitton doesn't think Merhige
been seen since the shootings.
Merhige was on his way and planned to kill Makayla, but
thinks he became jealous when
At Sitton's home in an upscale, needed directions.
Sitton said his wife's cousin he saw the family delight in her
gated community in Jupiter,
a beach town some 55 miles was always on the fringe of singing.
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Holding off the Flashes
WOMEN'S GOLF
Recruit named
ESPN MVP of week
, Bailey Arnold, one of BG's
• incoming freshmen next
season was named LaRosas
MVP of the week, an award
given to high school athletes
in the areater Cincinnati area.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE

The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG

ANDREA FEHl ' IMFBGWWS.

FILLING IN: After an injury to Taia Breske. Chelsea Albert has seen added playing time
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

I"? BG NEVA

DRIVE: 1 .ujreii Piochaska was the star of the night for BG. scoring 27 points and grabbing 10 rebounds.

News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

Falcons take lead late in first half

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

and hold off rally for the win
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1990-The USA defeats
Australia 5-2 in the 79th Davis

Cup.

It took the Falcons (4-2) awhile
to get ahead of St. Irancis (Penn.)
last night at Anderson Arena, and
once they did, it look plenty of
effort to keep it that way.
laking the lead for good with 3:14
left in the first half, the women's
basketball team had to light hard
the rest of the way, holding off a
pesky Red Hash (0-5) team 77-72.
Junior guard Lauren Prochaska
said the team didn't have the
energy it needed to be as successful as it was last season against St.
Francis, a game the Falcons won
98-76.
"From that start, we didn't have
the energy- we needed. We tame

out kind of flat, and they tame
right at us," Prochaska said. "We
just came out not ready and
throughout the whole game we
were lacking energy."
Committing2(> turnovers didn't
help either.
"To say I'm disappointed would
be an understatement," said
roach Curl Miller. "I'm really disappointed with how we played.
We had 2(i turnovers against them
last year. We had 2(i turnovers
against them diis year.
"last year, I thought their full
court pressure bothered us.Today,
I thought we did a really, really
poor job of getting the ball inside."
Getting the ball inside isn't
the typical playing style for the
I'aleons, as they were shooting
43.9 percent from the 3-point

line coming into die game. But
knowing St. Francis was going
to strongly eontesl ball screens,
Miller had to change his offensive
gameplan since the majority of
Falcon 3-point shots are created
by using ball screens.
"They weren't going to give you
any threes behind ball screens, so
our threes were going to come off
penetrate and kick, off some offball screens and motion," Miller
said. "We weren't going to get the
amount of threes tonight, and we
knew that coming into the game by
the way they defend ball screens.
"With that said, we still have to
hunt for diose threes, and dicy
can come in different ways."
BG did not do that in the first
See WIN | Page 7

Notebook: Albert takes
expanded role in line-up
By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

during a 98-76 victory at St.
Francis.
But she can't handle
replacing Breske all by herself, and that is why Miller
is planning to use a variety of players until Breske is
healthy again.
"It's post by committee.
Clearly our best post player is
Tara," Miller said. "She's out
for an extended period of time

lunior center Chelsea Albert
knew her minutes would
increase after starting center Tara Breske was injured
against Oakland.
Coach Curt Miller told
all his post players to be
ready for more game-action,
and he was rewarded last
night as Albert scored nine —minimum."
points and pulled down four
Breske injured her ACL
rebounds in 17 minutes dur- against Oakland two games
ing a 77-72 win against St. ago.
Other players diat will help fill
Francis (Pcnn.).
"She had a monster game the void include starter Maggie
against them last year," Miller llennegan, Allison Papenfuss,
said. "We were really com- Sarah Clapper, Laura Bugher
fortable with her against St. and Kelly Zuercher. Combined,
those five had 10 points and 14
Francis tonight."
last season, Albert connectSee NOTES | Page 7
ed for a career-high 13 points

1993-The Houston
Rockets tie an NBA record
after starting the season 15-0.

The List
After BG's 77-72 win over St.
Francis last night, we take a
look at the top five perform-

Tamerlano sisters share
bond on and off the field

ers from the Falcon's win:

1. Prochaska: It appears
the reigning MAC Player of
the Year is back in full form.
The junior had a team high
27 points and also grabbed
ten rebounds to record the
double-double.
2. Hodges: Even though
her team lost. Brittany
Hodges was a big reason St.
francis was able to hang with
the Falcons, as she scored a
flame high 28 points including 15 from outside the threepoint arc.
3. Pontius: Tracy Pontius,
the other dangerous junior
on BG's roster, added 17
points and played 36 minutes
despite picking up four per-

By Angalo Valotta
Reporter

The Tamerlano sisters have
come to the University not only
for education, but also lo play
sports.
lunior Jackie Tamerlano is a
member of the women's sotcer
learn, while her younger sister Jessie is a freshman on the
women's basketball team.
After growing up 20 miles
south of Cleveland in North
Hoyalton, the siblings have
brought theirpassion for sports
to BG.
Both sisters have been playing sports their whole lives.
Jackie was involved with soccer, basketball and gymnastics while growing up and
Jessie played soeter and basketball.
The eompetitive nature of
the sisters has always been
there too, especially when pit-

Jackie

ted against each other,

"I had to go one-on-one with
my sister during high school
basketball," Jackie said. "We
ended up pushing each other,
and jumping on the ground
for the ball, and getting rug
burns.
"We were more competitive
against each other. It became a
huge battle."
Her sister agreed laughingly
abouttheintensitytheyshowed
during this "one-on-one."
"It was more like we weren't
playing a onc-on-one, more
like beating each other up,"
Jessie said.
Despite the intense competitive nature of the sisters,
they also have each other's
back. They're not only sisters,
but also each other's support
system.
"I'm two years older, so I help
her adjust to being a freshman
and help her through it," lackie

ft

Tamerlano
Is glad that her
sister chose to
attend BG

Taking a look
back at 1959:

Jessie
Tamerlano
Has been playing
sports with her
sister all her life

said.
Jessie also shares the idea of
being close-knit siblings.
"It's sweet," she said. "She
can show me around and stuff,
and we get to see each other's
games."
Their parents love it too, not
See SISTERS I
•MB
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sonal fouls.
4. Uhl: Jen Llhl may have
only scored five points in the

SPORTS

win, but the junior forward

BRIEF

was dominant on the glass,
grabbing a game high 14

Alvarado pleads not guilty to sexual assualt charges

rebounds.

Starting defensive tackle Kevin Alvarado pleaded not guilty to assault charges yesterday morning.

5. Nurse: Tamika Nurse
was the only Falcon other
then Prochaska and Pontius
to hit double-digits as she
added 12 points on 3-for-6
shooting.

Alvarado. 20. was taken into custody on Monday in relation to an incident that occurred on Nov 14. but was released on personal
recognizance bond, which included several conditions.
The redshirt sophomore is not to cause, attempt or threaten harm to any person or property, and he is to have no contact with
the victim until a further court order.
.
"We are aware an incident occurred that Kevin was involved in and are working with the Dean of Students and campus police." •
said coach Dave Clawson "The conduct of our players and discipline in our program is extremely important on many different levels.
We will cont.nue to work with the authorities and evaluate the status of Kevin in our program."
Alvarado recorded 28 tackles in \2 starts this season for the Fakons

Jerry Accepts Trophy
:
or Falcon Footballers
Editor's Note: On January 15, I960 Doyt
Perry accepted the small college national
championship trophy on behalf of his undefeated MAC championship team. See Page
7 for the recap from the final game and
Q&A with quarterback Bob Colburn.
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Colaner Touchdown
Is Deciding Factor
In 13-9 BG Victory
By DAVE YOUNG

The Falcons rallied in
championship form in the second half to capture the MidAmerican Conference crown
by defeating Ohio University
13-9 before a Dad's Day
crowd of 12,000 fans in Ohio stadium last Saturday. The victory
gave the Falcons their first unbeaten and untied season in Bbw^
lins; Green's history.
terry Colaner braaghi Ohio Unl
varsity's largest crowd ol the season la Hs feel whea he Intercepted
a pass In the fourth quarter and
scampered $0 yards for the deciding
touchdown. This was the only Intercepted pass of the game for
Bowling Green and It was probably the staged one of the season.
Bob Colburn completed just
three of nine passes, enough to
break Bill Lyons' career record of
106. One of Colburn's completions
was a big one, as it accounted for
the Falcons' first touchdown.
Bernle Casey tied a season point
record of 16. formerly held by fun
Ladd. Casey came within two points
of ttslng the conference record for
a single season when he caught
Colbum's pass for the first touchdown.
Bowling Green broke the MAC
scoring record with a total of 208
points for the season. Ohio U.
held the old record of 201, set in

MH.

The Falcons looked sluggish In
the first two quarters, as they were
able to gain only .67 yards. The
only bright spot for Bowling Green
was a 50-yard punt by Glenn Fitch
midway in the first quarter.
(Continued on page 8)

Editors Note:
This is a reprint
from the Nov. 24,
1959 issue of The
BG News, this
is the ninth in a
nine week series
where we have
published the
recaps from the
undefeated 1959
Falcon football
team.
From Page 6
rebounds las) night
More illness
Sophomore Maribeth Glese
and freshman lessie lamerlano
did not play against St. Francis
because of illness.
Miller said both players have
been diagnosed with mono
and will lie OU) until further
notice.
"Between a couple knee
injuries and not having a
greal preseason health wise
iandl now were on our third
person with mono; we just
can't catch a break." Miller
BMBBBSiniB

Falcons Complete First
Perfect Grid Campaign
•

(Continued from page 1)

•'erry Dianiska moved the ball
l> '-he four on three plays, and
irn hit Casey in the end zone
the touchdown. Ramsey con•-d to pull Bowling Green withwo points of the Bobcats.
On the second play of the final
matter. Bobcat quarterback WIs•wskl stopped back and tot go
■ m a long pass to the midftold
-pe, where Colaner palled the
gskin oat of the air and raced
-1 fhe way down the sidelines for
* scorn. Chuck Coiner was stopp-i short en bis bid for the extra
eats, bat the Falcons bad scored

to
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

The chance that the Falcons will
set a bid to the Blue Grass Bowl
Louisville was slim when the
1WS went to press. The two learns
•eder top consideration at that time
■•re the University of Kentucky and
fee University of Alabama.

huck Ramsey attempted a 29■a.-d field goal into the wind but
* 'ell short, in the closing minutes
ff the first half.
Buss Hepner tod a flred-up Bowtog Green squad on the opening
Save of the second half. Hepner
-veuned the kick-off from the end
nae to the 40, and then carried
« more times for 38 yards In the
enve to the Bobcat one. Casey dove
ugh over the center of the line,
Ml was met head on by a host of
tobcat defenders and flipped head
'tr heels backward.
hio U. Coach Bill Hess re• ked after the game, "I thought
we stopped you right after.
*- half that we had you."
The breaks began to turn in
wling Green's favor as Bob Wis• w>kl fumbled the pigskin on hi)
rwa 23 and Ron Blackledge rs•vered It. Bowling Green moved
Be ball to the 15. but with fourth
ad one it looked like the drive
. jht be hailed. Then an offside
«oalty aqaraet Ohio U. gave the
■ ■one a first down on the 10.

9

6

■hio U. took advantage of a
B"«ling Green fumble just minKe-- later to score a touchdown
•»H go out in front 9-0. John
"-* kason swept right end for the
« -e, but was stopped short when
» attempted to run the extra
■Mat*.
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Hitting a basket with 3:14
remaining in the first half.
1'rochaska passed Andrea
Noidmarui (1989-93) to move
into 17th place on BG's all-time
career points list with her 1,165th
point.
She also moved into sixth
place on the University's alltime list for 3-pointers made in
a career with her 161st, moving her past Angle Farmer (1997-

PRIZESUDOKU
Question and answer with
Bob Colburn, starting
quarterback on the 1959
undefeated small college
national championship team

The
Bowling Green
Falcons
were a dejected team when they
left the field at the end of the
first half of the OU game Saturday. The Falcons were behind,
9-0, and, what was worse, the
breaks were not going their way.
What went on in the locker room
during the half?
Coach Doyt Perry said little to
the players, only, "We've got to
come back." Chuck-Comer said
there was dead silence in the locker room. "We all just thought
about the game for a while. I
thought to myself how nice it
would be if we could have undisputed possession of the conference
title."
Jerry Dianiska related: "We all
knew that if we could win this one
we would be the first team in Bowling Green's history to have a perfect record. When I was a freshman we had an undefeated year.
All of the seniors on the team
wanted to end their careers the
same way they began them."
"We were fired up more than
we have ever been when we left
to go out on the field at -the start
of the second half," remarked
Russ Hepner. "We wanted this win
and we wanted it bad."

Q: What was the best part of your time at BG?
A: I don't think it was the weight rooms and all the fancy buildings, it was
people and we had great people at Bowling Green. Its four years of my life
that I remember more then any other four consecutive years in my life
Q: What was your relationship like with coach Doyt Perry?
A: I had a pretty good relationship with Doyt [Perry]: I was the quarterback
and Doyt was kind of in charge of the quarterbacks and we had a lot of
meetings.
Q: How did your championship winning offense work?
A: We didn't pass much, but we passed well. Not because of me. but because
of the kind of offense we had in our running game, that if you didn't defend
our running game we were going to beat you really bad.
Q: Do you remember any of Doyt's half time speeches?
A:The team sort of reflected the way Doyt was and we were not Ra-Ra" by
any reason. It was like when a game was over we shook hands and said. "Who
do we play next week?" Whoever it was we're going to go out and beat em.
Q: Was there a lot of talk about the team on campus?
A: No. there wasn't any talk and I think we ended up number one because of
our schedule. It just happened to be that Delaware had been pretty strong in
the small college rankings and it just worked out that with just a few weeks
to go we got Delaware at home. We were ranked No. 4 and they were ranked
No. 1 and we beat them pretty bad. I think that is what catapulted us to get
all those No. 1 votes.
Q: Do you come back to BGSU often?
A: I do because I have a daughter who lives here. Her and her husband own

2001). 1'rochaska achieved thai
number in 16 less games than
Farmer.
lacki liaterman (1,213 points!
and Kim Griech (168 3-pointers)
are next up on both lists.
1'rochaska finished the
game with 40 minutes for the
first time this season, scoring 27 points and grabbing It)
rebounds.

December fun

WIN
From Page 6
half. Alter three earlj attempts all
missed, die Ralcons abandoned
the 3-poinl shot altogether.

lite falcons did find fixir 3-pointers in thesecondbaK indudingtwo
late in thegamc thai hciped seal the
victory. Both those shots - one tor
1'rochaska and one lor junior guard

QacyRntius -cameotTapeneoate

The women's basketball team
hasn't lost in December since
Dec. 2H, 2007. when Iowa State
downed them 74-57.
Last season, the Falcons were
6-0 through the month during
part of a school record 25-game
winning streak.

and kirk play.
But having to get the hall to the

post was the root of the Falcons'
problem, as the team passed the
bull out Of bounds far too many
times as they tried to post up.
"We just had trouble getting into
the post. That's something we've
been working on in practice, but
obviously tonight we did not do
a very good Job," Prochaska said.
I wenty six turnovers; I don't think
a coach can be pleased with that."
One thing Miller was happy
about though was his team's
improved rebounding. All the
inside shots allowed his team to

earn 15 offensive rebounds, and
B( 1 also played well on the delen
sive side, grabbing 33 rebounds,
Ihe lattiT number was aided by
15 missed 3-poinlers inim St. Francis.
But tlicir 10 makes were another area
of concern for tin' coach.
"Our goal was four made threes
tonight, and they obviously made
10," Miller said. We wanted them
to go two by two by two."
The team now has a quick
turnaround as they travel to
Nashville on Friday to face No. 16
Vanderbilt (6-0).
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Don't miss your final chance to catch BGSU at home in 2009, as
they host the Tigers in a midweek non-conference showdown!
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MAN OF THE HOUR—Guards don't
do much scoring in football, but in the
Ohio University game Saturday, Falcon
guard Jerry Colaner picked off an Ohio
University aerial and raced 50 yards
unmolested to what was perhaps the
biggest Bowling Green touchdown of
the season. It gave Bowling Green Its
first unbeaten, untied football campaign.
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1-HOUR HT »TOP TltlC MUVrCe. QUARANTtfD.
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and operate Downtown Easy Street.
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The Bobcats threatened several
times in. the fourth quarter, but
fumbles proved costly to them.
The game ended with the Falcons making a last drive to the
Ohio U. one-yard line.
Bowling Green
0
0
7
8-13
Ohio U
0
9
0
0-9

Bowling Green had cha'nees to
■ere in the first half on two Ohio
» fumbles deep in Ohio territory,
to was nnable to do so.
The Bobcats brake the deadlock
ea ■ 21-yard field goal with 10:48
-Malnlng in the second quarter.
«serge Beta's boot hit the cross
*a» of the goal poet and bounced
e»e» for the three points.

said. "We've got to get healthy
and I hey have to get rest when
i hey can."
lunior
guard
Lauren
Prochaksa was slowed early
in the season because of
mono.

NOTES
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Holding off the Flashes
WOMEN S GOLF
Recruit named
ESPN MVP of week
Bailey Arnold, one of BGs
incoming freshmen next
season was named LaRosa's
MVP of (he week, an award
given to high school athletes
in the areater Cincinnati area.

Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports'
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news
www.facebook.com

The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG

ANDREA FEHL
IIUI'V to
CH9ISTINAMCGINNIS

DRIVE

•;ci"ig 27 points and grabbing 10 rebounds

News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on

Falcons take lead late in first half

your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

and hold off rallv for the win

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

mil kind cil llai. and they came
riglil at us." I'tocTiaska slid. "We
jusl came mil not reach and

By Andrew H.irncr

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bqnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1990-The USA defeats
Australia 1-2 in the 79th Davis
Cup.

THEBGNtiYS

i'led playing time

»to

It took the Falcons (4-2) awhile
to get ahead of St. I rands [Perm.]
last night at Anderson Arena, and
once thej did, ii took plenrj ol
effort to keep it that way.
Taking the lead for good with 3:14
Mi in the Bra half, ihc women's
basketball team had to light hard
the KM ot the way holding ofl .1
pesky Red 1 lash urn ream 77-72.
lunior guard Lauren I'm, haska
said the tram didn't have the
energy ii needed to be as successful as it was last season against St,
Francis, a game the Falcons won
98-76.
"From thai start, we didn'l have
the energy we needed. We came

throughout the whole game we
were lacking energy."
ComrruttJng 26 turnovers didn'l
help either.
"To say I'm disappointed would
lie an understatement," said
coach Curl Miller. "I'm really disappointed with how we played.
We had 26 turnovers against them
lasl year. We had li(i turnovers

against them this year.
"Last year, I thought their lull
court pressure bothered us. Today,
I ihmighl we did a really, realh
poor job ol gelling the ball inside."
(letting the hall inside isn't
the typical playing Style lor the
Falcons, as they were shooting

line coming into the game. Bui
knowing St. Francis was going
to strongly contest ball screens,
Miller had to change his offensive
gameplan since the majority of
Falcon 3-point shots arc created
by using ball screens,
" llicy weren't going to give you
any threes behind ball screens, so
our threes were going to come off
penetrate and kick, off some oil
hall screens and motion," Miller
said 'U'c weren't going to gel the
amount of threes tonight, and we
knew that coming into the game by
the way they defend IKIII screens,
"With that said, we still have to
hunt for those threes, and they
can come in different ways."
Ii(i did not do that in the first
See WIN I Page 7

43.9 percent from the 3-point

otebook: Albert takes
expanded role in line-up
By Andrew Harner

...

lunior center Chelsea Albert
knew her minutes would
increase after Starting center Tara Breske was injured
against Oakland.
Coach Curt Miller told
all his post players to be
ready for more game-action,
and he was rewarded lasl
night as Albert scored nine
points and pulled down four
rebounds In 17 minutes during a 77-72 Win against St.
Francis ll'enn.l.
"She had a monster game
against them last year." Miller
said. "We were really comfortable with her against Si.
Francis tonight-"
List season, Albert connect
eel for a career-high 13 points

during a 98-76 victory at St.
Francis.
But
she
can't
handle
replacing Breske all by herself, and 1I1.1' is why Miller
is planning 10 use a variety of players until Breske is
healthy again.
"It's post by committee.
Clearly our best post player is
Tara," Miller said. "She's out
for an extended period of lime

minimum."
Breske injured her ACL
against Oakland two games
ago.
Other players [hat w ill help fill
the void include starter Maggie
I lennegan, Allison Papenfuss,
Sarah Clapper. Laura lluglier
and Kelly /.uercher. Combined,
those five had III points and 14
See MOTES I Page 7

1993—The Houston
Rockets tie an NBA record

Tamerlano sisters share
bond on and off the field

after startinq the season 15-0.

The List
After BGs 77-72 win over St
Francis last night, we take a
look at the top five performers from the Falcon's win:

By Angr-lo Velott.l

LProchaska: it appears

Reporter

the reigning MAC Player of
the Year is back in full form.
The junior had a team high
27 points and also grabbed
ten rebounds to record the
double-double.
2. Hodges: Even though
her team lost. Brittany
Hodges was a big reason St.
Francis was able to hang with
the Falcons, as she scored a
game high 28 points includ-

The Tamerlano sisters have
come to the Universit) not only
for education, hut also to play

sports.
lunior lackie ramerlano is ,1
member ol the women's soccei
team, while hei younger sis
let lessie is a Ireshman on the
women's basketball team.
Alter growing up Jl) miles
south of Cleveland in North
Royalton, the siblings have
brought their passion for sports
to BO.

the other dangerous junior

Bolh sisters have been playing sports their whole lives,
lackie was involved with soccer, basketball and gymnastics while growing up and
lessie played soccer and has

on BGs roster, added 17

ketball.

points and played 36 minutes

The Competitive nature of
the sisters has always been
there loo. especially when pit-

ing 15 from outside the threepoint arc.
3. Pontius: Tracy Pontius,

despite picking up four per-

ted against each Other.
"I had to go one-on-one with
mj sisier during high school
basketball," lackie said. "We
ended up pushing each other,
and jumping on the ground
for the ball, and getting rug
burns.
"We were more competitive
,IJ;,IIIIS| each other. It became a

Jackie
Tamerlano
Is glad that her
sister chose to

ft

attend BG

Jessie
Tamerlano

huge battle."
Her sister agreed laughingly
about the intensity they showed
during this "one-on-one."
"Il was more like we weren't
plaving a one-on-one, more1
like healing each other up,"
lessie said.
Despite the intense competitive nature of the sisters.
they also have each other's
hack. They're not only sisters.
hill also each Other's support
system.
"I'm I wo \ ears older, so I help
her adjust to being a Ireshman
and help her through it," lackie

Has been playing
sports with her
sister all her life

said.
lessie also shares the idea of
being dose-knit siblings.
"It's sweet," she said. "She
can show nit around and stuff,
and we get to see each other's
games."
Their parents love it loo. not
See SISTERS I Page 8

sonal fouls.
4. Uhl: Jen Uhl may have
only scored five points in the
win. but the junior forward
was dominant on the glass,

SPORTS
BRIEF

grabbing a game high 14

Alvarado pleads not guilty to sexual assualt charges

rebounds.

Starting defensive lackie Kevin Alvarado pleaded not guilty to assault charges yesterday morning

5. Nurse: Tamika Nurse
was the only Falcon other
then Prochaska and Pontius
to hit double-digits as she
added 12 points on 3-for-6
shooting.

Alvarado. 20. was taken into custody on Monday in relation to an incident that occurred on Nov 14. but was released on personal
recognisance bond, which included several conditions
The redshut sophomore is not to cause, attempt or threaten harm 10 any person or property, and he is 10 have no contact with
the victim until a further court order
"We are aware an incident occurred thai Kevin was involved in and are working with the Dean ol Students and campus police."
1 Dave Clawson 'The conduct ol our playeis and discipline in our program is eilremely important on many different levels
Wr- will ronlinue to work with the authorities and evaluate the status of Kevin in our program."
Alvarado recorded 28 tackles in 12 starts this season for the Fakons.

Taking a look
back at 1959:

»'■■'' "• k. proWly
too United Proar. International trophy awarded to Bowling Orooa'• ■■ataonf, OS tho lop unoll collooo football loan In ISM. Vklblo In too
I Is a laro» panoramic photo ol tho loam Bwbln.
J

Perry Accepts Trophy
For Falcon Footballers
Editor's Note: On January 15, 1960 Doyt
Perry accepted the small college national
championship trophy on behalf of his undefeated MAC championship team. See Page
7 for the recap from the final game and
Q&A with guarterback Bob Colburn.

SPORTS
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Cotaner Touchdown
Is Deciding Factor
In 13-9 BG Victory
The
Falcons
rallied
in
championship form in the second half to capture the MidAmerican Conference crown
by defeating Ohio University
18-9 before a Dad's Day

(Continued from page 1)
Bowling Green had chances to
• ■ -r in the first half on two Ohio
.moles deep in Ohio territory.
■M was unable to do so.
"he Bobcats broke the deadlock
- a 28-yard field goal with 10:48
• raining in the second quarter.
George Belu's boot hit the cross
sai of the goal post and bounced
r**r for the three points.
nio U. took advantage of a
ng Green fumble just minlater to score a touchdown
go out in front 9-0. John
lason swept right end for the
-', but was stopped short when
■ attempted to run the extra

crowd of 12,000 fans in Ohio stadium last Saturday. The victory
gave the Falcons their firit unbaaiail and untied season in Bowlinic Green's history.
lorry Colanw brouqhl Ohio Unlr«c>lly'» largont crowd ol the »a•on lo Its f»«t when h« Intercepted
a pass In U» fourth quarter and
■ compered SO yordi tor the deciding
touchdown. This wm Ih* only Intercepted pass ot Ihs game tor
Bowline/ Green and II wan probably Iho blc/ae.l on* of the mm
Rob Colburn completed just
three of nine passes, enough to
break 13ill Lyons' career record of
106. One of Colbnrn'a completions
was a big one, as it accounted for
the Falcons' first touchdown.
Bernle Caaey tied a Marion point
record of 66. formerly held by Jim
l_add. Caeey came within two polnte
of tlelnq the conference record for
a Btnqle season when he caught
Colburn'a pass for the first touchdown.
Bowling Green broke the MAC
scoring record with a total of 208
points for the season. Ohio U.
held the old record of 201, set In
tvSa
The Falcons looked sluggish In
the llrst two quarters, as they were
able to qain only .67 yards. The
only brlqht spot for Bowlinq Green
was a 50-yard punt by Glenn Fitch
midway In the first quarter.

More illness

Sophomore Maribeth Giese
and freshman lessie lamerlano
did not play against si. Francis
because ill illness.

Millet said both players have
been diagnosed with mono
and will be mn until furthei
notice.
"Between a couple knee
injuries and not having a
great preseason health wise
|and| now we're on our third
person with mono we |usl
can'i catch a break," Miller

7
0

Hitting a basket with 3:14
remaining in the first half,
Prochaska passed Andrea
Nordmann (1989-93) to move
into 17th place on BG's all-time
careei pointslistwithher 1,165th
point.

she also moved into sixth
place on the University's alltime list for 3-pointers made in
a career with her Kilsl, moving her pasl Angle Farmer (1997-
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December fun

The women's basketball team
hasn't lost in December since
Dee. JH. _'()()7. when Iowa Slate
downed them 74-57.
hist season, the Falcons were
6-0 through the month during
part of a school record 25-game
winning streak
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Question and answer with
Bob Colburn. starting
quarterback on the 1959
undefeated small college
national championship team
Q: What was the best part of your time at BG?
A: I don't think it was the weight rooms and all the fancy buildings, it was
people and we had great people at Bowling Green It s four years ol my life
that I remember more then any other four consecutive years in my life.
Q: What was your relationship like with coach Doyt Perry?
A: I had a pretty good relationship with Doyt [Perry]: I was the quarterback
and Doyt was kind of in charge of the quarterbacks and we had a lot of
meetings
Q: How did your championship winning offense work7
A: We didn't pass much, but we passed well. Not because of me. but because
of the kind of offense we had in our running game, that if you didn't defend
our running game we were going to beat you really bad
Q: Do you remember any of Doyt s half time speeches?
A:The team sort of reflected the way Doyt was and we were not' Ra-Ra by
any reason It was like when a game was over we shook hands and said. Who
do we play next week?"' Whoever it was we're going to go out and beat em.
Q: Was there a lot of talk about the team on campus?
A: No. there wasn t any talk and I think we ended up number one because of
our schedule. It just happened to be that Delaware had been pretty strong in
the small college rankings and it just worked out that with just a few weeks
to go we got Delaware at home. We were ranked No 4 and they were ranked
No. 1 and we beat them pretty bad. I think that is what catapulted us to get
all those No. 1 votes.
Q: Do you come back to BGSU often?
A: I do because I have a daughter who lives here. Her and her husband own
and operate Downtown Easy Street.

post was the root ol the I .ikons'

WIN

problem, .is the team passed the
ball out ol hounds Far too main
nun's as ihej tried to post up
"Wejn-i had tmuble getting into
the posi. [hat's something we've
been working on in practice, but
olniotish loniejit we did not do

a very good job," Prochaska said
' lueiin six turnovers; I don't think
,i coach can be pleased with that."
tine tiling Miller was happ\
about llitittgh was his teams

improved rebounding. All the
inside shots allowed his team lo

earn 15 offensive rebounds, and
Uti also played well on thedefen
siveside, grabbing 33 rebounds.
live titter number was aided In
15 missed 3 printers from St I rancis
But their lOniak^wwanother area
of concern fbi ihccoach.
t htrgoal i\as foui made threes
tonight, and the; obviousl) made
in. "Millet said We warned them
to Ho two In mo In two."
I'he team now lias a quick
turnaround a- they travel to
Mashvillcon I iul.i\ to face \o. It*
Vandcrbilt fi-0
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Play Super Suttoku and win Driies a|-

The Bowling Green Falcons
were a dejected team when they
left the field at the end of the
first half of the OU game Saturday. The Falcons were behind,
9-0, and, what w ■
. the
breaks were not going their way.
What went on in tin ,- cket room
during the half?
Coach Doyt Perry said little to
the players, only, "We've got to
come back." Chuck Comer
there was dead silence in the lock;
er room. "We all just thought
about the game for a while. I
thought to myself low nice it
would be if we could have undisputed possession of the conference
title."
Jerry Dianiska related: "We all
knew that if we could win this one
we would bi
m Hi Bowling Green's history to h I
feet record. When 1 was a freshman we had an undefeated year.
All of thi
"ti the team
wanted to end their careers the
same way the;
hem."
"We were fired up more than
we have ever been when we left
to go out on the fit
start
of the second half." remarked
Russ Hepner. "We wanted this win
and we wanted it bad."

Prochaska finished the
game with in minutes for the
first time this season, scoring 27 points and grabbing Id
rebounds.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

MAN OF THE HOUR—Guards don't
do much scoring in football, but in the
Ohio University qame Saturday. Falcon
guard Jerry Colaner picked off an Ohio
University aorlal and raced 50 yards
unmolested to what was perhaps the
biggest Bowlinq Green touchdown of
the season. It gave Bowlinq Green its
first unbeaten, untied football campaign.

half, \llei three i\nl\ attempts all
missed, the I nil on- abandoned
the i point shot altogether.
Hit Rtlconsdid lindli mi I poini
crsin lllc second lull. itullKliii;; two
laieinlheganielh.il helped seal the
victory, lioih most! shuts one lor
Prochaska and one foi juniot gaud
Iran Pontius camcoffa penetrate
and kick play:
Bui having to gel ihcball to the
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6

are next upon both lists.
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2001). Prochaska achieved thai
number in 16 less games than
Farmer,
lacki Raterman (1,213 points)
and Kim Griech (1683-pointers)
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ry Dianiska moved the ball
she four on three plays, and
irn hit Casey in the end zone
the touchdown. Ramsey coned to pull Bowling Green withI wo points of the Bobcats.
On die second play of the final
•irter. Bobcat quarterback Wis-wski slapped back and let go
' "4 a long pass to the mldfield
-pe. when Colaner pulled the
■«in out of the air and raced
me way down the sidelines for
• scar*. Chuck Comer was stoppshort on his bid for the extra
■its. but the Falcons bad scored
j«gh to win.

'Lo' moving higher

Firestone

0
9

8

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

huek Ramsey attempted a 29field goal into the wind but
■■'.I short, in the closing minutes
he first half.
Russ Hepner led a fired-up BowBe] Green squad on the opening
7"» of the second half. Hepner
•tamed the kick-off from the end
one to the 40, and then carried
a more times for 38 yards in the
:-ve to the Bobcat one. Casey dove
;h over the center of the line,
-t was met head on by a host of
tobcat defenders and flipped head
••r heels backward.
U. Coach Bill Hess re• <ed after the game, "I thought
n we stopped you right after,
.alf that we had you."
The breaks began to turn in
■rling Green's favor as Bob Wis• wskl fumbled the piqskln on hi)
•-■ 23 and Bon Blackledqe re
'•red it. Bowling Green moved
• ball to Ore IS. but with fourth
ad one it looked like the drive
"-got be bailed. Then an offside
- :ity aqainst Ohio U. gave the
;ons a Brat dawn on the 10.

said. "We've got to gel healthy
and they have to gel rest when
they can.''
Iiinior
guard
I auren
I'rochaksa was slowed early
in the season because ol
mono.

rebounds last night.

0
0

9
8

The chance that the Falcons will
set a bid to the Blue Grass Bowl
Louisville was slim when the
TWS went to press. The two teams
i-r top coosideration at that time
••re the University of Kentucky and
-•• University of Alabama.

Editor's Note:
This is a reprint
from the Nov. 24,
1959 issue of The
BG News. This
is the ninth in a
nine week series
where we have
published the
recaps from the
undefeated 1959
Falcon football
team.
From I

5

The Bobi.it 3 threatened several
times in the fourth quarter, but
fumbles proved costly to them.
The game ended with the Falcons making a last drive to the
Ohio U. one-yartl line.
Bowlinq Green
Ohio U

7

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Falcons Complete First
Perfect Grid Campaign

By DAVE YOUNG

NOTES

'

FALCONS vs. Savannah State
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3 7:00pm
ANDERSON ARENA
Don't miss your final chance to catch BGSU at home In 2009, as
they host the Tigers in a midweek non-conference showdown!
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Frogs
sometimes
eat enough
fireflies
that they
themselves
glow, iii
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Help Wanted

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

ON THE FIELD:

From!

I want lobethebesl lean be,"
said. "On the Meld I like
in make sure everyone is OK,

onlj bei ausi (he sisters i an
help eat ii olhei on and off (he
field, hul because ihey have
two children playing s|
the collegian level
"Mom am
really
Into sports. It's a
drive to see us play." lessie
said.
I.hc lamerlano sisters also
have pretty parallel goals
while here as Fal< ons. lessie
would like to maintain good
grades and make ii 10 an
\i \ \ tournament, as would
lackii

■ hing."
lackie will continue what
she's doing next year as a senioi
For the I alcons women's soccer
team, pla; ing In i position al
midfield, while lessie becomes
.! sophomore and hangs out as
a wing on the basketball courts.
Hut they will also have each
othei s back off the playing
fields.
Had we gone to different
schools, we ivouldn i gel to see
each other's games01 hangout
in support each other all the
lime, lackie said.

SISTERS

and help people get through

FIFTY-SEVEN SHEETS OF TOILET
PAPER fl DAY.

BGViews
VILLAGE
M E N 1

•Apartments Available
•Minutes from BGSU •
* Pet friendly community <
■ (lasincluded •
SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!
! ocatcd at:

SHAMROCK
:>

VILLAGE Cp,

Oondominiums^-A
Storage & Studios

25% Off

(419)354-0070
www.shamrockbg.com

\

J
ATTENTIOH BG!

» Pregnancy Tests
»Counseling
' Post Abortion Counseling
» Pregnancy Support
' Adoption Information
» Limited Ultrasounds
• Material Assistance
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For Rent

For Rent

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about free Int.
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p

1 BR apt now avail, ideal tor grad
students or mature unflergrads.
close to campus Call 419-352-5414.

Female subleaser needed. $300/mo,
325 N. Summt St, close to campus.
Call 330-421 -7755 for more info.

*3 bdrm home low as 599.00.
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apis.
EH+Rms low as $225. see
Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p

3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St. BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525.

Highland Management
1 S 2 avail, now!
Great location, quiet.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F. 9am-3pm.

3 BR house for rent w/ 2 car garage.
W/D S A/C 1yr lease starting 8/10
Sl200/mo + util. 949 Scott Hamilton
Call 419-654-9512.

Houses & Apartments
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

1 or 2 subleasers needed for next
semester, 615 41h St. S275/mo-t util
4 olher female roomates.
Contacl Jana at 440-590-3578

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled,
$725/mo ♦ util. Call 419-708-9981

Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews com
Subleaser needed ASAP! Close to
campus. S350/mo. no utilities
319 Ridge SI Call 513-885-8332
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

1-2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $504!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
a
Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

• Located on BGSU shuttle route
• Air Conditioning
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• 24 hr experienced maintenance
• Friendly professional office staff

Let us help with your
department's holiday party,
whether at your place or ours.

FREE HEAT
wAHsiTi touaaf
AS*»TIMNTJ

$10 off a 850 purchase
or
820 off a 8100 purchase

Management Inc.

|

1 SouthMjm

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Presenl this ad lo qualify for discount.
No other discounts or olfers apply.

Leasing Office Located al
1045 N Main St.
Bowling Grean. OH 43402
419-313 S800

419-353-7715 tiJ

419 373.6050 1182 S Main St.
nasladaaholmail.com

inloftmflccabg.com i www.meccabg.com
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For Rent

MECCA
12-4 p.m.

s

Please call for an appointment.

H GtTSVlAW

Thuis Dec. 3
Fn Dec. 4

S

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fn (10-1)

s

Winter Sole!
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.

A TrueFumpeun [tinningExpetieme

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments

At the tables inside
the Student Union

in Good Locations!

Semester Leases

Available for 2010-2011

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

■ We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
■ In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are ihe same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and irash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

:\iki'i
-= M/l

SPRING 2010

■■

s

n

$1.500 OFF
•
12 MONTH LEASE
(Not valid w/ other offers)

"la,

419-352-6335
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in Bowling Green
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GIRLS TRACK HURDLE COACH
Lake HS needs experienced hurdler
to help coach 2010 season, paid.
Contact lak aca dk@nwoca.org

warm

Fess up
Pool measurement
Batter's dry spell
Vegas attraction
Evidence
End a vacation, say
Mimieux of "The Time
Machine"
Mothers of Invention
musician
Robert of "The
Sopranos"
Cacophonies
"Whoops!
Strange: Pref.
Alaska's first governor
Japanese wrestling
Nuisance
Early Beatle Satellite
NFL six-pointers
Ending with beat

V
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233 W Merry: 4 BR house, close to
city park, pets permitted, off-street
parking, zoned for 5 unrelated
people $795/mo. avail now!

/ '".I

;{oo Napoleon Road

1 o N
8 IN V
3 n D H

Brand new 6 BR. 3 balh home.
close lo campus
Call 419-575-2683 for more info.

.A-

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

36 Youngest of the musical
Jacksons
37 Golfer's concern

31
32
35
38
40
43
44

ANSWERS

GIRLS LACROSSE COACHES
Perrysburg HS needs experienced
players to help coach 2010 season.
Several paid openings
Contact: jacketlacrosse@gmail.com

• Near Campus
• Low Rates
• Accessable 24 hrs
!4 E. Wooster
Near Bob Evans

Winter Special

35 Marquis de .

Mass of grass
Vocalized
Defendant's answer
Accountant's review
Barely squeeze (out)
Apple variety
Petting places
BMOC. for one
Washington neighbor
Yoked beasts
Psychic's asset, for short
Inadvertent remark
Common news hr.
"I'd advise against it"
Brand with a paw print in its
logo
60 Bears, in Latin
61 Pump or loafer
62 17-. 25-, 43- and 54-Across
begin with a kind of one

311 Ridge -3BR house.
avail 8/15/10, nice, good location
$1200/mo Call 419-352-5882.

Looking tor student entrepreneur to
launch new energy drink Call
614-888-7502 (or interview or e-mail
gwalls@gspgroup com

'

34

38
39
40
41
42
43
45
46
47
49
51
54
57
58
59

Evening sitter needed tor 3 yr old
in Perrysburg home.
Call 517-4020-4145 lor more inlo.

Looking for dependable & energetic
PT childcare in my home tor 3 & 6
year olds. Must have car' Please
contact mjbeckerl @rr.com

fl PERSON USES (IPROXIMPTEW

visit us online @

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc is looking
lor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules - lull time, part
time, & sub positions available
S9 -S13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application trom
WLRS. 545 Pearl St, F3owlmg Green.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4 00pm.
or download application at
www.woodlaneresidentiaLoig,
EOL

16
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30
33

Run smoothly
Uzi filler
Bench warmers aren't on it
Excellent
Known as "the Impaler," prince
who inspired "Dracula"
American competitor
Life insurance clause
Printers' widths
A deadly sin
Posh
Neurologist's test, bnefly
Publicizes
Hoedown activity
Poor, as an excuse
Second most populous
Oklahoma city
Alan of -The West Wing"

51

7 Quite a few
8 Unusual
9 Regard highly
10 Portable shelters
11 Part of OE2: Abbr.
12 ABA member
13 Perhaps will
18 Ogle
19 "Fear of Flying"
author Jong
23 Painter's stand
24 Like llamas
25 Missouri city nickname
26 Fundamental particle
27 Radii neighbors
28 City in which the
State Fair of Texas is
held annually
29 Out of this world
30 Riyadh resident

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER

^grgenbriarrentals com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across Krom Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2250
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealeslate.com
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